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Nebulas as Structural Data Models
H.O. van Rooyen and D.J. Weiermans
University of South Africa, South Africa

Abstract
Nebula modell_ing is_ a generalised structural modelling technique which applies to any finite set of objects (entities)
and n-ary relat1onsh1ps (n ~2). A nebula model can be presented in either diagrammatic or tabular form, and combines
the properties of graph (binary) data models with those of tabular (relational) data models. We give a brief introduction
to nebula data modelling by means of a simple illustration.
1. Introduction
Modern binary (n = 2 only) structural modelling is based on the
work of Harary, Norman and Cartwright [11. Lendaris has
defined a structural model as "a collection of elements and their
relationships" and stated that "structural modeling holds the
promise of converting a completely intuitive process of model
building into a more systematic approach, and enhancing communication within a heterogeneous group" [21. McLean and
Shepherd defined the term "structure" as "the way in which
the component parts of the complex whole are inter-related"
and stated that "a structural model focuses on the task of selecting the components of a model and explicitly stating the interactions between them" [31. To date, structural modelling has
dealt only with binary relationships, but nebula modelling extends it to n-ary relationships with n~2 [4,5,6,7,8,9 and 101.
Graph theory and network theory are special cases of nebula
theory. Nebula based structural modelling provides an unquantified description of any real world situation in the following
way. First the situation is reduced (simplified) to a description
in terms of a set (countable or countably infinite) of object (entity/concept) names and (sentential) statements of relationships
among the objects named. Each statement is then encoded as
an n-tuple of object names, and these object names and n-tuples
constitute the model.

Module
COSl 11
COS121
COS131
COS132
COS211
COS212
COS221
COS231
COS231
COS311

Parallel modules

Prerequisites

cosooo
cosooo
cosooo
cosooo

INF101
COS131

COSl 11, 121,INFlOl
COSl 11, 121,INFlOl
COSl 11, 121,INFlOl
COS131,132
COSl 11,MATlOl, 102
COS211,221

COS211,221
COS211

Table l

For every module bin the table an n-tuple [occurrence/datuml
(a, r1, r2, · · r k' S I' S2'

".'

Sf' b(

can be constructed, representing a relationship between the prerequisites and the parallels for the relevant module, where

2.

Basic concepts, and an example
By an abstract nebula of type )\ we mean a pair (A,F) where
the underlying set A is denumerable, Fis a function which correlates with every i E dom F a function

F(i): N,<il- 2 ~ P(AxA), and k dom F

Eb = (a, rl' r 2, ... , rk) represents the prerequisites, and
Lb = (sl' s2, ... , sel represents the parallels, for the module b.
We choose a nebula model (A,F) of the data given in
table 1. Let the members of A represent the modules. Each
i Edom F represents a registration relationship, and has the form
i = (k,f), k, f E w, with k = (number of prerequisites) - 1,
and f = number of parallels, for some module. Then

~ (w-2)

where w = j0,1,2, ... ) and n = j0,1, ... ,n-1) Ew.
In this section we use an example to illustrate some basic concepts of nebula theory, namely
• diagrammatic presentation of (A,F)
• occurrence x, i;j, y of label i;j in a diagram of (A,F)
• tabular presentation of (A,F).
Formal definitions of these concepts can be found in
[5,6,7,8,9 and 10[.

F(i):N·<il- 2 ~ P(AxA), where 11.(i) = k + f + 2, and
(F(i))U) =

1(a,b) E AxA I (a, rp···• rk, sp···, se, b)
belongs to the 11.(i)-ary relation named by
i E dom F and j = (rp···, rk, Sp···, se)I;
</> otherwise.

This nebula (A,F), is such that
A = jCOSOOO, COSlll, COS121, COS131, COS132, COS211,
COS212, COS221, COS231, COS311, INFlOl, MAT101,
MAT102)
dom F = j(O,O), (0,1), (1,0), (2,0), (2,1), (2,2))
and, for example,

Example
The degree curricula in the Science Faculty at UNISA are
composed of small course units called modules. Prerequisite and
parallel requirements are defined for each module, specifying
the conditions under which a student may register for that
module. A prerequisite requirement for a module v is a set Ev
of one or more modules for which a student shall have obtained credit before he may enrol for module v. A parallel requirement for a module v is defined to be a set Lv of one or more
modules which is such that the student must enrol for every
uELv for which he has not yet obtained credit at the same time
as he enrols for v.
Consider the following selection of data, where COS denotes
Computer Science and COSOOO represents the entrance
qualification.

F((2,0))((xpxi)) =

((COSlll, COS211)) if x 1 = COS121
and x 2 = INF101;
((COSll 1, COS23 l)I if x 1 = MA TlOl
and x 2 = MAT102;
</> otherwise.

A diagrammatic presentation of (A,F) is given in figure 1, and
the tabular presentation in table 2.
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COS21 l

(1,0); (COS221)

1 - - - - - - - - - 0 COS311

0 COS221

0 COS23 l

0 cos 121

0 INF 101
FIGURE 1 -

Diagram of nebula (A,F)

3. Substructures and Cascades•
Let (A,F) be a nebula of type }.,, and (B,G) be a nebula of
type p. We say that (B,G) is a subnebula of (A,F), written
(B,G) ~ (A,F), iff
1. B ~ A and
2. dom G ~ dom F and
3. p = t-..1 dom G where I denotes restriction and
4. for each i E dom G and for every j E B"(il- 2we have
(G(i))U) ~ (F(i))U).
(B,G) is called a spanning subnebula of (A,F) iff B = A. (B,G)
is a reduct of (A,F) iff B = A and, for every i E dom G, we
hav~ G(i) = F(i). Every reduct is a spanning subnebula, but
the converse is not generally true.
Supremum (v), infimum (A), and complement of certain

subnebulas of given nebula (A,F), can be formally defined, as
can homomorphisms between nebulas [see 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10].
The set X of all subnebulas of a given nebula (A,F), with partial order ~ and corresponding operations A and v, constitutes
a distributive lattice with universal element (A,F) and null element(¢,¢). See [51.
In a nebula data model (A,F) all data manipulation is achieved
by applying the operations v and A to subnebulas of (A,F), and
data retrieval is attained by generating an appropriate subnebula
using an operator scheme called "cascade".

4. Definition of a Cascade*
In general a cascade in (A,F) is a sequence ((Bk,Gk)lkEw) of
subnebulas of (A,F) such that if i~j then (Bi,G) is a subnebula

ENTITY
TABLE

RELATION TABLE
arrow
(0,0)

¢
¢

(0, 1) (INF101)
(COS131)
(1,0) (COS132)
(COS221)
(2,0) (COS121, INF101)
(MATlOl, MAT102)
(2, 1) (COS121, INF101, COS211)
(2,2) (COS121, INF101, COS211, COS221)

TABLE 2 -

(COSOOO,
(COSOOO,
(COSOOO,
(COSOOO,
(COS131,
(COS211,
(COSlll,
(COSll l,
(COSl 11,
(COSl 11,

COSl 11)
COS121)
COS131)
COS132)
COS231)
COS31 l)
COS211)
COS23 l)
COS221)
COS212)

Nebula (A,F) in tabular form
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cosooo
COSl 11
COS121
COS131
COS132
COS211
COS212
COS221
COS231
COS311
INF101
MATlOl
MAT102

cos2 11 <1,0 >; <cos221 >

COS3 l l

1.~t \0 \)

cosooo

OCOS22 l

0
INF IOI
FIGURE 2 -

Diagram of (B 3 ,G).
Alternatively, we can take dom Gk = dom F for each k.
Proceeding in this way we find that (B 3 ,G3) = (B 4 ,GJ.
A diagram of (B 3 ,G3) is given in figure 2.
Several variations and combinations of cascades can be
used, and appear to provide an adequate retrieval mechanism.
Cascades are discussed in more detail in chapters 4 and 5 of [6].

of (Bi,G). This definition can be limited in such a way th~t
cascaaes are computer generable. An important example of this
is the following.

Definition
The sequence /(Bk,Gk)lkEw) of subnebulas of (A,F) is called
a cascade generated from (B 0 , Go) by r and T iff
1. B0 ::; A and G 0 is specified· so that (B0 ,G0) ::; (A,F) and
2 ' Bk+I = Bk U (rR·k(Ck) U TR k(Ck)) where C 0 = B0 and
Ck ::; Bk so that (Bk,Gk) ::; (Bk+ l'Gk+ 1), and
3. dom Gk ::; dom Gk+ 1 ::; dom F and for each i Edom Gk+ 1
we have Gk+ 1(i) : (Bk+ /,<i)- 2 ~ P((Bk+ 1)2) where
(Gk l(i))(j) = (Gk(i))(j) u ((FR/i))(j) n (Ck X Bk+ I)) and
i E dom G
- dom Gk iff there is at least one
<P,
J. E (B )f(i)-~ for which (FRk(i))(j) n (Ck X Bk+ I)
.
where k+
theI subscript R denotes the r an d T f unctions
of
some subnebula (A,F; ) of (A,F), with Rk ::; 8[(F(i))(j)),
at each step k. Such a tascade is said to be limited iff, at
each step k, Rk is chosen in such a way. that .
7Rk(Ck) ::,; ck, i.e. if (F(i))(j) E Rk then J E(Ck)A(l)-2 •

5. Concluding Remarks
Nebula modelling is being used, with increasing success, in
the field of education [7, 8 and 121, and has great potential for
the modelling of knowledge structures, learning, and thought
processes.
Many claims have been made as to the superiority of graphs
and tables, one to another, for data modelling. Tsichritzis [13],
for example, says the following: "Each approach has its strength
and weaknesses. Neither is intrinsically simpler or more powerful. Relational d~ta models . . . are elegant in their simplicity,
but very limited semantically. Binary data models can represent complex relationships concisely, but are not very user
oriented." About comparison of these data models he states:
''The basis of comparison, therefore, should not be whether
relations or graphs are simpler or more natural. Instead, one
should consider the constructs that need to be added to tables
and graphs to enable them to model adequately complex situations." Different data models provide us with different data
modelling tools, and their usefulness depends on the problem
to which they are applied. In this paper we have indicated, very
briefly, that nebula theory provides a data model which has both
a graph (binary) data model facet and a tabular (relational) data
model facet in its representation of the structure of data. It retains the advantages, and some of the disadvantages, of both.
Tsichritizis [13] also states: ''the ultimate data modeling tool
which mixes data and knowledge about data is the predicate
calculus . . . Strictly typed data models make some very ad hoc
assumptions about what kinds of categories of objects will be
allowed and what kinds of relationships between these categories
can be specified. They force data to be homogenous. As a matter
of fact, most data model research deals with finding good,
general categories which can enforce this homogeneity requirement (e.g. the notion of a relation and a record type)." In the
predicate calculus, "the emphasis is on allowing everything to
be expressed in a uniform and formal environment without artificial restrictions on typing or categorizing objects". This last
remark also applies to nebula modelling, because the members
of the set A in an abstract nebula can be used to represent any
"object", i.e. any "kinds of categories of objects" [131 are
allowed. In nebula data modelling queries must be formulated
in terms of subnebulas and paths, and thus the choice of an
appropriate nebula model for a given problem may be difficult,
or even impossible. Nevertheless, we feel that nebula data
modelling deserves further investigation.
Experimental nebula models of a registration advice system

*

Strictly speaking it is not the cascade which is generated, but
there is an IDE w such that for every n ~ m we have
(Bn' G n) = (B m' G m'
) and it is in fact (B m ,Gm) which is gene- .
rated by r and T from (B 0 ,Go) in (A,F). ~hus such a casc~de
generates a subnebula of (A,F), and with the appropnate
choices of C and Rk at each step, every subnebula of
(A,F) can b; generated as the end product of a non-trivial
cascade from some (B0 ,GJ. Note that (Bk,Gk) ::; (Bk+ l'Gk+ 1)
is an overriding condition, so a cascade must stop when every
choice of C ::; Bk and Rk ::; \J./(F(i))(j)) yields
defined dto
(Bk+ I' G k+ I)k -< (B k' G k) ' Cascad'es were originally
·
model thinking processes. Here every query defmes a casca e,
or sequence of cascades, which generates a subnebula containing the information relevant to that query.
To illustrate the use of "cascade" we return to our example.
Assume that a student specifies module COS311 as a goal
for his degree. He has to know which modules lead to the
specified module. This information can be retrieved by means
of a cascade generated by r- 1 and T- 1 , which is defined as
follows:
i = 0: B0 = /COS311) and G = <P with dom G 0 = ¢.
1
i= 1: B I=O
B U r-RoO
(C) U7-\C)
RoO where C 0 = B0 and we. take
R =U
/(F(i))(j)) for each k E w and drop the subscnpt Rk
1
ink this 'Jcase.
Now r R1(C0) = /COS311,COS211) and
TR 1(C0) i /COS221),
th@refore B 1 = /COS311,COS211) U /COS221)
= (COS311,COS211,COS221).
(G)
((x)) = /(COS211,COS311))
if x = COS221;
I 10
•
¢ otherwise.
dom G 1 = dom G 0 U /(1,0)) = ¢ U /(1,0)) = /(1,0)).
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